Assessing atomistic and coarse-grained force fields for protein-lipid interactions: the formidable challenge of an ionizable side chain in a membrane.
Ionizable amino acid side chains play important roles in membrane protein structure and function, including the activation of voltage-gated ion channels, where it has been previously suggested that charged side chains may move through the hydrocarbon core of the membrane. However, all-atom molecular dynamics simulations have demonstrated large free energy barriers for such lipid-exposed motions. These simulations have also revealed that the membrane will deform due to the presence of a charged side chain, leading to a complex solvation microenvironment for which empirical force fields were not specifically parametrized. We have tested the ability of the all-atom CHARMM, Drude polarizable CHARMM, and a recent implementation of a coarse-grained force field to measure the thermodynamics of arginine-membrane interactions as a function of protonation state. We have employed model systems to attempt to match experimental bulk partitioning and quantum mechanical interactions within the membrane and found that free energy profiles from nonpolarizable and polarizable CHARMM simulations are accurate to within 1-2 kcal/mol. In contrast, the coarse-grained simulations failed to reproduce the same membrane deformations, exhibit interactions that are an order of magnitude too small, and thus, have incorrect free energy profiles. These results illustrate the need for careful parametrization of coarse-grained force fields and demonstrate the utility of atomistic molecular dynamics for providing quantitative thermodynamic and mechanistic analysis of protein-lipid interactions.